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Independent, reliable guide to online education for over 22 years! Copyright ©2020 GetEducated.com; Approved Colleges, LLC All Rights Reserved Management Information Systems uses information technology to collect and communicate all information that a company or institution uses to operate. Each entity or function of an organisation prepares its
operational and financial data and as a result has its own information system to track it all. Your organization has as many types of management information systems as your organization has departments or functions, but there are some specific systems that almost every organization or institution needs for an entire entity to run smoothly. A management
reporting system is a database designed to report on the finances and operations of all levels of management in the organization. The company's management reporting system is typically used by middle managers to generate regular reports that compare current and past financial results to measure financial growth and track how average managers
themselves work. Senior management uses data generated by the reporting system to compare the company's current financial situation and the effectiveness of its operations with the company's predefined goals. The process control system monitors the company's physical or industrial processes, such as metal production, oil processing or car assembly.
The control system collects data on an ongoing basis and is programmed to generate regular reports on system performance. The manager searches for process control reports to determine how often a specific event occurs during the production process during a specific period of time or how often a company deviats from the production process during that
time period. This information is essential to track the overall efficiency of production and the safety of machinery and employees. The sales and marketing system supports the performance and tracking of your organization's sales and marketing features. These include: developing products that predict sales collection and tracking advertising outlets and
schedules, managing distribution channel prices, discounts and promotions, implementing effective promotional and sales promotions Reports also tell managers which products are sold and what is not and how well each individual product company's stock is sold at each retail outlet. The inventory control system tracks everything that has to do with
inventory, including sales, damage, theft, and on-hand inventory, which allows management to determine when individual items become low and must be re-inventorying, either in the company's warehouse or in any of its individual retail outlets. It tracks inventory transfers from warehouse to store, sales, and returns. The accounting and financial system
tracks the assets and investments of the organisation and data on the financial statements required by the law on functions such as salaries, federal, state and local taxes and pension funds. This system shall provide all reports necessary for periodic financial audits and annual accounts, if they are drawn up by the organisation or institution. The accounting
and financial system also facilitates the daily booking of everyday transactions, such as sales income, returns and bank deposits and transfers. All monthly financial statements, such as balance sheet and profit and loss report, are generated from this system. These reviews are necessary for middle and senior managers to track current financial successes
against past results and against pre-established future growth targets. The human resources information management system supports day-to-day management and tracking of staff, as well as recruitment. These systems track some financial elements of human resources that overlap with the accounting and financial systems, such as salaries, allowances
and retirement, but the human resources system is much more. It can streamline communication between staff and the HR by providing an electronic human resources policy centre, compliance notices and mandatory training measures. It can automate employee time records, track attendance, calculate available and used leave and allow employees to
apply for leave or sick leave, all without physical involvement of the manager. The recruitment function is also automated through a human resources management system, resuming collection and analysis to identify qualified potential hire. Office automation or enterprise collaboration, an information management system allows managers to control the flow
of information throughout the organization. Any electronic communication device or medium used by managers in an organization to communicate with other managers, with their employees or to allow employees to communicate with each other is to protect office automation information systems. These devices and media may include landline phones,
mobile phones, the Internet, an intranet, media, voice mail and e-mail, file sharing, and video conferencing. Many people mistake time tracking time management. They religiously follow everything they do every day, week or even months. And then they stop doing it because they haven't realized any positive changes. Of course, they've eliminated some
events and priorities for some others. But they have failed nothing; they've just rearranged it. At the end of their day, they were still frazzled and frustrated. But keep track of how you spend your time in no time management. Time management is about making changes to the time spent. For efficient time management, you must apply a time management
system that will help you see where you can and should make changes... this means that the first step in time management is to analyse how you spend time changes you want to make. How do you Time? The secret of an efficient time management system is categorized. Check out your calendar for tomorrow. It's probably already full of events and actions
that you're hoping to accomplish. When you work or then, you will fill in the blanks with information about what you did. At the end of the day, view the list and highlight each task and/or event with one of these categories. How much time you spend during the workday: an unexpected phone call. A message that is required for a meeting that should have been
printed yesterday. The file that is on your desk is missing. How much of your day was spent in crisis mode? For most people, it is a negative category that drains their energy and interferes with their productivity. Phone calls and people in your office might be top of the list and in the list when you assign events to this category. Once again, for most people, it's
a negative category because it disrupts (and sometimes kills) productivity. This is the most staged time usage during your work day. You control and do what you wanted to do. Scheduled tasks can include phone calls, appointments with employees, even when replying to an e-mail message, if these are tasks that you've put into your agenda. You may not
be working on the task you were scheduled to do, but you are getting to do something, and for most people, it's a very productive, positive work mode. These times are used during the working day to reactivate and regroup. Lunch or mid-morning break can count if they are continuous. If you are lucky enough to work with a company that offers on-site
workout options or nap rooms, that might count, too. Everyone needs a certain amount of continuous downtime built into their day to be productive during their working hours. Now that you understand the categories in this time management system, it's time to use them to analyze your typical workweek. With any calendar system that you use to track
appointments and activities in your daily life, go back and select the last typical week. Go through the records of each work day and categorize them according to the time management categories above if you haven't yet. Keeping the running total at the bottom of each day will be easy to see as you've spent your working time every day. Now you have the
data you need to make changes to your time at work. Do you spend too much time putting out fires? Then you need to make organizational or physical changes to prevent or postpone these persistent crises. Clean up and reorganize your desk, for example, so you can easily find the necessary files and create a routine putting the files that you need for the
next day out on your desk before you leave for the day. Not getting enough continuous downtime during your work day? Then you need to schedule time for you in time working day. For example, stop eating lunch at your desk and physically leave your set lunch. Have a schedule of 10 to 15 minutes recessed for your afternoon snack and stretch your office.
The planned idle floor does not have to be long. Just five minutes spent doing something completely job-related can be enough freshener to increase your productivity and your well-being. By applying the work category of time management and making changes, you need to make to spend more of your time during your work days in positive categories and
less time in negative categories, you will truly be able to effectively manage your time – and accomplish the true goal of time management, feel better. Better.
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